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     n the auspicious occasion of Vasant

Panchmi and Saraswati Puja, English

Language Teachers' Association of

India(ELT@I) launched its new chapter,

“ELT@I Mithila” under the aegis of

University department of English,

L.N.M.U, Darbhanga. The inaugural

function of the chapter was held virtually

through Google Meet on 05.02.2022. On

this occasion, various dignitaries of the

association had their graceful presence. 

 Dr. Sanjay Arora, the president of

ELT@I, virtually inaugurated the Mithila

Chapter by raising 

O

The inauguration of the
ELT@I Mithila Chapter
formally commenced with
virtual lightning of the
lamp and Saraswati
Vandana. It was followed
by a welcome address by
the president of the ELTAI
Mithila Chapter and head,
University department of
English Prof. A. K.
Bachchan. In his address,
Prof. Bachchan laid
emphasis on the need of
research activities and
innovation in language
teaching. He expressed
hope that Eltai Mithila will
emerge as a platform for
the interpersonal exchange
of ideas among its
members and will help
them in their continuous
professional development. 
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Addressing the Chapter Prof. Shreesh Chaudhary shed light on

the history of the association that set out its journey from Tamil

Nadu after its inception in 1969 under the farsighted leadership

of the late Padmashri S. Natrajan- a renowned educationist.

Prof. Chaudhary recounted his experience of contesting for the

position of Vice president of IATEFL, UK and said that it was

one’s attitude that differentiates between the big and the small.

Members of ELT@I need to expand their mental horizon and

realize their ever-growing relevance in the country in the area of

language teaching. He added that Mithila is the land of late Prof.

Amarnath Jha, who was the first Indian to teach English to

postgraduate students much before he himself became a

postgraduate. 

  

the curtain and congratulated all the officials and members of

the Chapter. Dr. Sanjay Arora, the president of ELT@I, virtually

inaugurated the Mithila Chapter by raising the curtain and

congratulated all the officials and members of the Chapter. He

elaborated on the various facilities that can be availed by a

member of Eltai including subsidized subscription of the journal

of IATEFL, UK. 

The meeting was also addressed by the founding members of

ELT@I including Prof. K.Elango and Prof. P.N.Ramani, and prof.

Neeru Tendons who shed light on the mission and various

academic activities of the association such as webinars, 

national and international conferences and

research publications in its journals in the

field of language teaching, literature and 

education. The vice president of ELT@I, 

Prof. Shravan Kumar emphasized on the

significance of innovation in language teaching. 
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The event was marked by an

open discussion on various

ways in which academic

excellence and research

innovation can be promoted

for the welfare of the teachers

and students of English.. 

In the doubt clearing session, the vice

presidents of the Mithila Chapter Prof.

Kulanand Yadav and Prof. Puneeta Jha,

Chapter head Dr. Sanket Kumar Jha,

Secretary Dr. Parmendra Mishra, Joint

Secretary Dr. Bindunath Jha and Dr.

Shambhavi Jha, treasurer Dr. Yugeshwar

Sah, and executive members – Swati Jha,

Dr. Soumya, Dr. Kumar Vaibhav, Dr.

Chandan Kumar Jha, Dr. Chitra Jha, Dr.

Laxman Yadav, Dr. Sangeet Ranjan

Natwar, Dr. Madan Mohan Jha, Dr.

Chandan Jha, Dr. Dastgir Alam and

others shared their opinions. The event

was concluded with vote of thanks

delivered by Dr. Sanket Kumar Jha.

Technical assistance was provided by Dr.

Parmendra Mishra. 
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Webinars In February At ELT@I
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We support innovative research into areas

of lexicography that reflect and extend

the pioneering contributions of A.S.

Hornby within the field of language

education. Each year we fund original

research that aims to produce clear

practical benefits for learners of English.  

This year we look forward to receiving

further interesting and innovative

proposals which link lexical research

activities with the needs of language

learners. 

ASHDRA can offer funds of up to £15,000

in 2022 for research that leads to clear

practical benefits for learners of English.

Grants can be awarded to either a single

project, or to smaller initiatives.

Deadline for applications is 19 April

2022.  

If you are considering making an

application, you can find more

information on the Hornby Trust website.

https://www.hornby-

trust.org.uk/projects#ASHDRADictionary

ResearchAwards

 

 

· Dr Man Lai Amy Chi, Center

for Language Education, Hong

Kong University of Science and

Technology: Dictionary Literacy

Training for EFL Teachers

 

· Ngan Chinh Nguyen Lee,

School of Education, University

of Adelaide, Australia:  Piloting

SemiMed - a mini semantic

visualisation dictionary of semi-

technical medical vocabulary

 

· Dr R. Vennela, National

Institute of Technology,

Warangal, Telangana, India:

Developing Pilot Materials for

an English -Telugu bilingual

pedagogic dictionary and

teacher resource book for low

resource ESL contexts

 

 

The A.S. Hornby Educational Trust is pleased to invite
applications for the A.S. Hornby Dictionary Research

Awards (ASHDRA 2022)
 

Last year we were able to offer
support to three projects: 
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   "I  am enclosing two tickets to the first night of my new play;  

 

1.

 Bring a friend, if you have one."

     George  Bernard Shaw to Winston Churchill.

"Cannot  possibly attend first night, I will attend the second...If there 

is one."

     -  Winston Churchill, in response.   

 

These Insults Are From An Era When The English
Language Did Not Depend On

 4-Letter Words !
 

 

     2.     "A  member of Parliament to Disraeli: "Sir, you will either die

on the gallows, or of some unspeakable  disease."

     ·  "That  depends, Sir," said Disraeli, "whether I embrace your

policies or your mistress." 

 3.     "He  has never been known to use a word that might  send a

reader to the  dictionary."

     -  William Faulkner (about Ernest  Hemingway). 

     4.     "Thank  you for sending me a copy of your book; I'll  waste no

time reading  it."

-  Moses Hadas
 

     5.     "He  has no enemies, but is intensely disliked by his  friends.."
     -  Oscar Wilde 
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 8.    "He  is not only dull himself; he is the cause of dullness in others."

     -  Samuel Johnson 

 

   6.     "I  feel so miserable without you; it's almost like having you here."

     -  Stephen Bishop

 

   7.     ""I've  just learned about his illness. Let's hope it's nothing trivial."

     -  Irvin S. Cobb 

 9.    "Why  do you sit there looking like an envelope without any

address on it?"

            -  Mark Twain
 

 10.     "Some  cause happiness wherever they go; others, whenever they  

go."

-  Oscar Wilde

11.      "He  uses statistics as a drunken man uses lamp-posts... For support

rather than illumination."

     -  Andrew Lang (1844-1912)

12.      "He  has all the virtues I dislike and none of the vices I admire."

     -  Winston Churchill

Today's English speaking generation who do not use such

High Quality English. We simply depend on Emoticons

and Smileys  to express ourselves !!
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